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FIRST Ul 

Calculation of Factors, Affecting the Accuracy in determining 
the Drift of Floating Integrating Gyroscopes 

by 

I G.A.Slomyanskiy (Moscow) 

We will assuaie, that when testing for drift the investigated gyroscope and plat- 

form of the stand are situated, as is shown in fig,l#For the sake of commonness we 

will assume that the platform of the stand is driven (brought into rotation) through 

a gap-less reduction gear. The motor of the platform is coupled to an amplifier to 

the input of which is fed   the output voltage    of the sensing element of the angle 

of the investigated gyroscope, fastened to the platform of the stand (fig.l). 

In fig.l« and further on were adopted 

the following three systems of axis, originating in point 0 where the axes of rotation 

of frame and rotor of examined gyroscope do intersecti 

l.The system of xyz0 axes is connected 

with the body of the investigated gyrosco- SSE pAGE 1a F0R piGUIffi 1 ^ 

pe. The x and y axes are the output and 

input axes of the gyroscopejaxis z0 is 
Fig,l#Variant of platform and gyroscope 

perpendicular to axes x, y   and forms to arrangement when checking drift of gyro- 
scope, 

gether with them a right trihedral. 

2. The system of xi eta zeta   axes, connected with the earth and is oriented geo- 

graphically. Axes ohi and eta are horizontal; axis chi faces eastward, axis eta - 

northward, and axis zeta into the zenith. 

3. The system of XYZ axes is connected with the platform of the testing stand. 

Axis Y appears to be the axis of rotation of the platform; axes X and Z are perpen- 

dicular to axis Y and form with it a right trihedral . 

In fig.l and fur eher on ft designates the angle of inclination of the figurational 
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axis of the gyroscope z from axis %0i   a and Of - the angle and angular velocity of 

platform rotation about axis Y, Omega designates the angular velocity of diurnal ro- 

tation of the Earth, and© - latitude   of test stand disposition« 

In an ideal case when testing according to fig.l. the axes y and Y should coinci- 

de with axis etaj axes X and Z should lie in plane xi zeta. Axis x should coincide 

with axis X, and z0 with axis Z, 

The moment of interferences M, affecting the gyroscope around axis x, will be assumed 

as consisting of constant and variable components. The constant comptoent will be desig- 

nated by 1^, The variable component, which is to a large extent and accidental value, 

to simplify tho analysis will be considered as varying in accordance with the harmonics law 

with amplitude^ 10% frequency p   and initial phased« Tto coefficient^is equal to 

the ratio of amplitude of variable component of mement M to it constant component M0. 

In this way, considering moment M as positivetwhen the direction of its vector coinci- 

des with positive direction of axis x, it is assumed that the moment of interferences M 

is a function of tin» t and is determined by formula 

M= ^[l +^sin (pt +0) 

In this case the angular velocity of the drift CJ, will also be a function of ti- 

me, whereby its instantaneous values will be determined by equation 

ileref, - constant component of angular velocity of drift (H - eigen-moment of gyro- 

scope). 

Assuming that the tested gyroscepe, amplifier and platform motor are inertialess 

we can write their equation in the following form : 

Equation of gyroscope ( when compiling same we have disregarded the gyroscopic 

moment, due to the projection of velocity ^ on axis z0, because this moment is snail 

in comparison with other moments because the ordinary angle Ä -v/ 0) 
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Equation of amplifier 

I  | ^»^(l + Jiiin^+fl,)!^0        (3)     j 

Equation of motor a m_gy (« (4) 

(1) 
Here JSQ - specific damping maaent of gyroscope ) K^ and U.  - curvature of char- 

acteristic (sensitivity) and output voltage of gyroscope sensing element} Gjw - pro 
3 (2) 

jection of angular velocity of diurnal rotation of the Earth (i) on axis yj Ko and U. 

- nominal (rated) coefficient of am-lification and output voltage of amplifier; Kr- 

curvature of velocity characteristic of motor} Ct  - angle of rotation of motor shaft. 

Equation (3) takes into consiäeration the possibility of fluctuations of the ampli- 

fication factor relative to its nominal value with amplitude SjKo (Oi= const - small 

parameter) and frequency^} l^, designates the initial phase. 

Because of error in reduction gear the platform during uniform rotation of motor 

shaft will rotate irregularly. The dependence of the angle of rotation of stand platform 

upon the angle of rotation of motor shaft is determined by expression 

| a^^ + öjSinKa + ö,) (5) j 

Here i - nominal value of reductor gear ratio; ^2 = const - small parameter, equal 

to the maximum absolute error in angle of rotation of the platform, due to errors of the 

reduction gear;^ - dimensionless frequency j 02 " initial phase, 

(1) Having solved equation (3) relative to U.   and substituting in it subsequently 

equations (4) and (5)% wo further assume in it 

1 / [1 -i- öj Bin (vx( -:- Oj)] sä 1 - öj sin (v^ + Oi)    5a 

and disregard the member, containing products of small values öib?« We differentiate 

the expression for U.        obtained in this way once with respect of time and substi- 

tute in equation (2) 

In consequence the equation of motion of the platform (stand platform) will be 

obtained in following form« 

la.-\- a — — (i);/-■- (i),'H eo^sin(/'/ -'■- 0) -;- 

-■- 6,7' i [isiu (v,/ -: 0,)] + 62rvs ± [a a.s (vja + 0.)] (G) 
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where the time constant 

i i 
Integrating equation (6) for the first time at initial conditions C^ = Q> Ö and 

I 
at t f 0t we will obtain 

7 a -f a - - {(ay - cV) t - ~ [cos {pt + 0) - cos 0] -f 

-|- Ja [öi siu (v^ + Ox) + öjVa cos (v^a + 0,)] (8) 

The given nonlinear equation will be integrated approximately (but with a fully 

sufficient de^ee of accuracy), assuming that in its right side 

a- —(ci>v—coj9)* Hä= —(a),; —V)      y^ 

One can easily see that these values for alpha and alpha are derived in stable 

state, provided< sS|a5n   = 0I wliai T=^ = 0 this would happen everywheres. Having 

completed the integration, we obtain i 

a «= — (ü)y — (x),0) {t -T)-~ [sin 0' sin {pt -\- 0 + 0') - cos 0] + 

+ T {(üy - Uj0) {öi sin Oi* cos (Vit + Oj + O^) - 

— OjVjSiüOa sin [v^cOj; — (öJ )< — 0o + 0i*]) — 

- pi cos 0* cos (0 + 0') -i- T K - «1°) X 

x [1 -|- öj siu Oj* cos (6, + 0.,*) -:- ö2vs sin 0,* sin (0a — 0»*)]l HV) (9) 

Iiere cigo^y>,    ctgo^-rv!,    ctge^^rvj^-ü)!0)     (io) 

From expre; sion (9) is evodent thflt the time constant T should be possibly smaller. 

When*-» ^p La 0 in stable state 0 ur^ a = -((■)„-<)     i^ 

In this case from equations (5), (4), (3), considering that Ü./ ' = I^fc and using 

equation (7), we obtain 

It is evident therefrom, that T will be smaller the smaller the angle 0) will 

be, the angle necessary to produce the rotating motion of the platform of the stand 

to revolve at an angulat velocity - (uy -(J^0). In addition, T is inversely proportiunal 

to coefficient N, which appears to be the parameter of the gyroscope, 
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We will assume, that in the moments of time tj. and t2 (t2 \ t^t t2 - t, = ^ ) 

the angle 0( was equal to o^ and Q^ respectively. Then using expression (9)fassuming 

that tj^T, and disregarding on the basis of this the member, containing exp i-fy/T) 

-axp (-ti/T), we obtain i 

-Wi -K+^^ + ^ + ^ + ^O        (12) 

In equation (12) have been adopted the following designations 

oV'^o^jl - ^ [COS (pt, + 0) - cos (/;/, + 0)]j (13) 

I'd), 
A; :=-. -,- cos 0* [sin (pt, -\- 0 - 0") - sin {pti + 0-0*)] 

13) 

(14) 

d, - - if (Wy-cDi0) sinOi* [cos {■*&+ QM*) - cos (v^ + OH-OJ*)] (1°) 

r6,vj A3 - ^p (o),-«^) sinO,* {sin [v2 [u-^') h - ^S] - 

- sin [v, (co,-ü)^)/!-0,-|-0,*]} (IG) 

Through y^   was designated the actual mean integral value of the angular velocity 

of the drift during time*Y, From equation (13) is evident that this velocity depends 

41 
upoafand upon t-^ as well, which appears to be ax randan value. The maximum OJL   value 

is obtained at ^ = (2$i -O/p (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) and^= (2k+l)j^ (k=0,l,2,..,); in this 

case it will be equal to 

(D,:': 1   max 

The minimum value (^    , obtainable at the very same values T, but at t^ =[ (2n+l) 

iL-ö]/Pi8<iuals ,      2 . OB    1     /tS' 
1   nun ~^-%r^{ (2A + 1J« 

In this way we have uVr   min^r 63» ^.(0, max,Whereby 

W-COi'ma,-«!* mln (17) 

With rise in y m decreases, and (jj.  tends toward cJi , 

If the stand would be ideal ( for this,under the assumptions made by us ,it is necessary 

to have T «{^ ■ j^ " Of then ^ = ^ a ^ = 0),and c^, c^j^, ^ and'fwe known to be 

absolutely accurate, then the velocity values^ , calculated by formula 
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CO,* -ffl  1 ««-«1 

I 

a. —a, 
Cö!*-©^       ,  ' (18) 

obtainable from expression (12), would be equal to its actual values. Hie angle alpha, 

and alpha« should be substituted in formula (18) with consideration of their sign, 

The si^nof the angle alpha should be identical with the velocity sign alpha« which is 

considered to be positive, when the direction of its vector coincides with the positive 

direction of axis Y (fig,l)During tests o^ ^ 0, if (^ \ 0» tben angle q,/.. 0 (see term 

(9)). 
i 

It is clear from the preceding, that — even during the fulfillment of the men 

tioned id al conditions of value oJi , obtainable during repeated measusements, realized 

within one and the same time t, they will be different as result of the dependence of 

L upon tn. As is evident fromoquation (1?) the magnitude of total disagreement of 

valuers ^j^* will not exceed 

'«max - -j-       /gcc 

In actuality T, fCaudidp are not equal to zero and the adopted valuer    and the 

obtainable by measurement values alpha^ and alpha2 and-"^ differ from the actual values 

by certain small values Aooy» Aocl» Arr? an(iArt« We wil1 explain, how this reflects 

itself on the accuracy of determining ^ by formula (18), We will analyze the right 

side of equation (18) into a Taylor series po powers ^CvW, A«/ &&f and^? .confining 

ourselves to members, containing the given small values in zero and first degree. 

Utilizing the obtained expansion and formula (12), we obtain, that the absolute error 

in the d( termination of yj.   according to fumila (18) is equal 

A<o1
,»A1 + ... + A,   lib    . 

where A^A^      A^-^L,       A6=^  AT = -«l^AT«ülCiAt    /- T T t- T       '    Igt 

andAit^2,^3 are <ietermined by formulae (I4),  (15), (l6). Their maximum values are 

equal to t T 

A1, = ±2e(ü1 ---   AaJ-±2«l((DyrWl»)^ÄA,l-±2ö1va((oy-ö1»)|     ^ 
« 

e 
The maximum absolute error in determining^   by formula (l8)can be assumed to 
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FIRST' LINE OF TEXT W-±(Ai; + ...-f A«)«   WL 
"1 

Ifaving substituted here the values/\kl^t..., ^ 7^ , we obtain« 

X ATJ
2
 + 4P fii + SsX H 

eW2    NT] « (19) 

where/io>yl and^Tl - maxlmuni values of absolute errors ^    and^f; maxinm values 

of absolute errors ^ and^^ assumed to be identical, equalling ^öi • 

If it is necessary, that the maximuai absolute error in determining 0)^   by fornula 

(18) should not exceed a certain given value, for which we will preserve designation 

AGiil*i tben tima "^should satisfy the following condition, obtainable from formula (19) 

O 
2Aai2 + (ffly — Mi')- {ATI + AT \ö{ + gi vj'-j- s'-Mi "/(Mi; —ü)j°)-|}\J 

ha]} - Acoj, 
(20) 

Hence it is evident, that the inequality should be fulfilled 

AC^KAOU (21) 

When this inequality is not satisfied no greater time ^ will be able to assure 
* 

determination of drift »ith required accuracy, characterized by value Aqt • In this 

case the actual value/^ilwill always be greater than/N^yl, and at greater values^ 

it will be practically equal toß^f, qhich plainly evident frcm formula (19). 

When inequality (21) is satisfied there will ewerywheres exist such a time valueT', 

at which the maximum absolute error in determining (X)|   by forimla (18) will not exceed 

the given value/^ £ , In this case the required time value f will be the lower the 

higher the satisfaction of inequality (21), Consequently the value Awyl should be 

reduced by »Upoastble means. 

We will determine the value ^J for the case of testing drift.according to 

fig. 1«The position of the platform, and consequently, the axes X,Y,Z connected with 

it relative to axes xi, eta, zeta, will be determined with the aid of angles ^r, ^ 

Q.   (fig,2). The angle^jpls the angle formed by the projection of axis Y on the plane 

of horizon with plane of the meridian} T)- angle of inclination of axis Y from plane 

of the horizonj q- angle of rotation of the platform around axis Y, 
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When"l|rBnr (Xa 0 tlie ax3es x»Yiz coincide with axes xi, eta^eta respectively • 

We will assume, that the tested instrument 

is fastened on the platform in corresponding 

fixing elements and that in general case the 

position of its axes x,y(z0 relative to axes 

X,YtZ is determined by three anglesTT/I X 

(fig,2). Gamma - angle formed by the projec- 

tion of axis y with plane XT, £- angle of 

rotation of instrument body around axis y. 

In the process of testing the angles^ ,4 

^» '\_, ^remain unchanged* 

It is evident when examining fig 2, that 

the projection of angular velocity of the 

Fig,2,To determine magnitude of maxJr diurnal rotation of the Earth G) on the input 
num absolute error ^cj^ 

axis y of the instrument 

M,. = 0) cos (|' cos (1], //) -L cü sin ((cos (;. //) W 

where cos (11, y) - -  [(sin <|) cos a -■ cot ij- sin 8 sin a) sin r — cos \\ cos ■',) cos y) cos 'K-~ 
•;■ (sin i|" sin a — cos \j) cos ^ cü-s a) sin }. (23) 

cos^, ?/) - (cos (y sin a sin YT sin & cos Y) cos X -! 

4- cos 0 cos a sin X (24) 

From expressions (22) - (24) is evident that ^y does not depend upon angle X . 

But this still does not mean »that no attention should be paid to the magnitude of 

andi. It must be remembered , that upon a change of this angle there is also a change 

in position of the instrument relative to the field of gravitational force, and con- 

sequently, there will also be a change in its drift. It is e'vident from these expres- 

sions, thatuSy =co cosü) at-^aV S!TSX55 0 and any given valuec^. This valueojyt 

equal to the horizontal component of the diurnal rotation of the Earth, appears to 

be for the case under question the nominal valueOa , substituted in fornula (18) during 
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the oaloulation of angular velocity of drift ^ • Upon changing angle alpha as well 

as angled, there is a change in position of the instrument relative to the field g| 

gravitation, and consequently* there is also a change in its drift. 

Ordinarily angles "\l^ $ yand A appear to be so small , that if they are axpreaaed 

in radians, they can at least be considered as small values of first order relative to 

unity. As to the angle alpha, it can generally not be considered as small« 

Decomposing the right side of equation (22) into a Taylor series by degrees of 

small values AT^, "^/l and Zl(p (/W - absolute error of determining latitude of point 

(ft) in the zaQßir=r)~y=\ B 0, n =a and confining ourselves to members, containing 

n|r/9 f X hf9only in zero an<i first de^60"»we obtain 

u,, es üj cos (j, ■-■ co sin (| (t) -j- 7 sin a -;  Ä cos a     Acf) * T&ss 

It is eviden herefrcm that in case under consideration the absolute error in de- 

dermiaingcA. equals 
» ao)j «= «„ — w cos (|     (,) sin cf) (■',) v Y sin -j.    /. cos a — A(p)   ^ ^ ^ 

The maximum value of this error can be accepted as equal 

A(üWI as -jr to sin cp Y^r -f T;" - i'1"« + ^i! cos- a -;- Acp,-     ^//^ 

where^,J^tA/ and Aürt    - maximum values of •■$ Y\ A  and A^, 

The values A.u/>(  for the most widely known variants of testing floating integrating 

gyroscopes for drift, calculated by an analogous method , are listed in table given 

below« At the fifth and sixth tostirig variants the angle alpha remains small« 

At the beginning of the report we have assumed, that the reduction gear of the 

test stand appears to be gapless. It is apparent that this is absolutely necessary 

for the — fifth and sixth test variants, because in these cases the Instantaneous 

angular velocity of the o^and platform   is equal to the instantaneous angular velocity 

of the drift of the examined gyroscope, which can generally be changed not only in 

value, but also in sign. At remaining   five test variants the platform of the testing stand 

rotates in one direction with instantanociueangular velocity 

a = — «j, -f d), 
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r- 
whloh oan change only scmawhat in value on account of%change in magnitude, and in 

general case also in sign of instantaneous angular velocity of drifte^. 

It is evident from the table, that at the first four test variants the maximm 

absolute error A<iUf calculated with an accuracy of up to small values of first mag- 

nitude, is determined only by3|rvalue8,A^l
/fi't^lvalue8 •■• appears tobe  a function 

of (p and a angles. In case of the fifth and sixth variants the value 4titf| is affected 

also by lli? , but from angle Q and Zi^the maximum absolute error duyl is independent 

in these oases. At the seventh variant A^i» 0 wi*h an accuracy to small values of 

first magnitude« 

i      We will assume, that^(«-^ «^ «^»JJL B 41 then . for the first two var- 

•'■* 

iants .r- 
Ato,;; = (Auu; )il8 = ± 7 y 3 a sin cp (25) 

for third and fourth variants 
Aw1/;=-  (AöKO^si^l/Scocosq) (26) 

for fifth and sixth variants 

Aco,,--  (Aw,,),,,„-a:'/K'^^ . '<-') 

Superimposing equation (25) over (2?), we obtain 

■(Aü'"')'-- a l/ 4 sin q)     1.23 sin q (28) 
(A'%;)o,o      ^   2      * 

At a latitude w = 54^0' we >»fi 

Of? 

On all — latitudes 9>y * (^v,l )5.6 C^^l.2 and» consequeatly.the fifth 

and sixth teat variants are more preferred, than the first and second variants, 

A cheracteristic feature of the seventh variant appears to be this that in this 

case the practically maximum absolute error/^y  ■ 0, 

The analysis made gives basis of arriving at a conclusion in selecting the time 

interval-y between two subsequent measurements of angular position of the platform 

of the test steal when determining the drift of floating integrating gyroscopes. This 

time should be selected by forwula (20). The value/^ . should be determined by 
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th« correeponäing fornula ebown in the rable or by one of the corresponding forirulas 

(25)-(27). I I 

Table, Noainal values^ and values of maxiaum absolute error ^^jJ  for various 
variants of platferm and gyroscope arrangements during testtng of floating 
integttOting gyroscopes for drift. 

Nominal schema of platform 
and gyroscope arrangement 

^ kj x.vy 

Nominal value   Value of absolute maximum error > 

^ o) sin q) (Acp;- -1- ü,- + "" 

+ fj2 coss a + Aj'sm' t) ■ 

± u sin q; (Aipf r ^f + 

AoMLXZMDM VALUE 
or angle of incli 
nation of axis Y 
to plane of hori 
zon« 

± to cos cp (Aipj5 + *ja + Tf »in3 a T V cas'a)' 

Jt- maximum value of angle of inclination of axis Y 
to vertical line 

(l)sin(p [fy* + '-f + 

tosincp [^f + Tf + ^(and -Jf. -maximum 
values^of angles of 
inclination of axis 
Y to the plane of 
the horizon and to 
plane xi zeta* 

'ät  other conditions being equal for the seventh time variant Tfwill be the low 

est, because in this caso^y! ■ 0, At the fifth and sixth variants iA| = 0 and con- 

sequently for their tin»^ at other conditions being equal, will be somewhat smaller 
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than for the first four variants. 

Fundamentally the time magnitude^ is determined by values Ao^ Aco^ and A^, 

Conaeduantly.^Q:/andAwJ   ^ld be reduced by all means possible. It is very im 

portant insetad of separate measuring two angles £, and (X% to measure only one angle, 

equalling to the difference &f V because this allows to reduce the time t by 

appr orLma te ly l/itimea. 

If the time fcorresponds to foruula (20), then the experimental -value of the mean 

integral angular velocity of the drift during the time 'fequals 

where a;*(l8) - value of the velocity a>I« determined by formila (18) andAc^jf- value 

of maximum absolute error in determining^ by fornula (18). given by equation (19). 

In conclusion we wish to n»ntion, that the author knows of no investigations, 

devoted directly to problems discussed in this report. Reports which do have seme kind 

of close relationship to the subject in discussion is the work, e.g. of [lj . 

Submitted Oec.26,1960 
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